
Successful Completion of  

2022 BC Chinese Writing Competition for School Students 

In order to promote multicultural exchange and to provide a platform for students to learn 

and practice Chinese language, Confucius Institute in Coquitlam organized the 2022 BC 

Chinese Writing Competition for school Students. This competition was open to all K-12 

BC students who were Canadian citizens or Canadian permanent residents. There were two 

groups for this competition, the heritage group and the non-heritage group. If one or both 

of the parents spoke Chinese as their first language, the students would be placed in the 

heritage group. Otherwise, they would be placed in the non-heritage group. All the contest 

participants were required to submit their writings on-line and the submission deadline was 

the end of June, 2022. Eighty-four students participated in this competition this year. 

The theme of this year's competition was “I Have Grown Up”. The students in their 

writings expressed their life highlights, recalling their grown-up stories, appreciations, 

future dreams and wishes. Through their reflections, they shared their thoughts and visions 

on their lives. BC experienced Chinese teachers and experts were invited to be the judges 

for this competition. The judging was based on the writing, focused on the theme, content, 

logical writing structure as well as vocabulary used and sentences. There were 54 winners, 

including 6 first prizes, 12 second prizes, 14 third prizes and 22 special prizes. All the 

participants will receive participation certificates and the winning writings will be 

published in the local Chinese newspapers.  



2022 BC Chinese Writing Competition 

Winner List 

母语组 Heritage Group 

一等奖
First Prize 

Chloe Liu 
刘美姿

Jenifer Jiahua Dong 
董加华

Natalie Liu 
刘美鹭

Kevin Wu Li Huang,  Alan 
李易霖

Yufan Zhuang 
庄聿梵

二等奖
Second 
Prize 

Luca Piao 
朴仕豪

George Wu 黎子菡 张博霖 Maggie Jin 
金瑶

张凯诒 Ho, Holly Heli 
何荷莉

Darien Jinning 
Yang 
杨谨宁

Simon Ye 
叶幸霖

Leonardo Yang 
杨以正

Li, Rosabella 
李佳珊

Shenya Yan 

三等奖
Third 
Prize 

刘大勇 Hannah LUNG 
龍熙楠

颜熙予 Summer Young 
杨扬善

赵辰瑞

陈雨晞 King To Kingsley 
Lam 
林璟圖

EVANGELINE 
LIN 

Nick Ni 
倪昱洋

Maxwell Yang 
杨以奇

Guo, Lilian 
郭春天

Thomas Jingnan 
Zhang  
张靖南

Samuel Ye 
叶兴宇

曹培渊

优秀奖

Special 
Prize 

王曼伊 尹子涵 Brianna Chu 
朱若琴

唐瑛 刘泳湘

Luciana Wang 
王潞菲

何玥妤 曹晟 欧嘉毅 魏紫柔

Edison Lin 
林家泽

关晓杉 Janet Zhao 
赵欣怡

William Wang 
王嘉恩

Tao, Rebecca 
陶嘉琪

Joanna Fu 
傅佳爱

李家仪

非母语组 Non-Heritage Group 

优秀奖

Special 
Prize 

Miya Wong 
黄美丽

Kabir Bhamra 
释恒觉

Mehar Bhamra 
释恒韵

Jerome 
Lippman 

Lauren loh 
勞濼倫




